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For Nina Reilly, the mountain town of Lake Tahoe is home. Itâ€™s where she forged a successful

career as a tough, resourceful attorney - and raised her teenage son, Bob, alone. Back from a stint

in Monterey, where her love life took a tumble, Nina has returned to her Tahoe law office with her

old friends Sandy Whitefeather and Sandyâ€™s son, Wish. It isnâ€™t long before she has a new

client whose wife was shot and killed during a casino-district robbery two years before. The police

have no suspects, and the robbery victims, three students, lied about their identities and are hiding

outside California and the reach of the court. Two of the witnesses have fled to a village not far from

the home of Bobâ€™s father, Kurt Scott, in Germany. As Nina tries to unravel the mystery of one

violent Tahoe night, a harrowing journey begins - one that takes her from the dark underworld of

Tahoeâ€™s casinos to the halls of a prestigious East Coast university to Europe and an emotional

reunion with Kurt. As old feelings are rekindled, Ninaâ€™s case turns violent. Everyone has

something to hide - the brilliant but unstable mathematics student who has made an astonishing

discovery, the owner of a motel where the shooting took place, and the shooter, who has turned the

whole case into a gigantic lie. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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A robbery, the murder of a pregnant schoolteacher, followed by the disappearance of three

witnesses - all take place at a Lake Tahoe motel and lead to a wrongful death suit. Time is running

out on the case and there has been no significant progress; the previous attorney wants out. Nina

Reilly takes over the case of the bereaved spouse, at the personal request of the victim's niece.Her



first action is to locate the witnesses - three brilliant math students - and she tracks two of them to

Boston. When she finds the third in an island near Seattle, she has a plan.But then more people

start turning up dead, and all indications are that the man who robbed the students at the motel is

responsible. As more facts surface, it becomes clear that money alone was not the motive - one of

the students has a secret notebook in which he has recorded his work on a significant mathematical

proof, and coincidentally, a large corporation in Seattle wants the notebook.But the more Nina Reilly

investigates, the more twisted become the facts. Soon, nothing is as it seems. And in a final

confrontation between the alleged killer and her client, a whole new array of facts unfold. Only one

man will still be standing in the end, and what she learns after it is over will blow Nina Reilly's

mind.Case of Lies (Nina Reilly)Â is exciting, and suspenseful storytelling that highlights still another

Nina Reilly escapade.I deducted one star after some of the plot points failed to add up to a plausible

conclusion. Overall, however, I found the character Nina Reilly as engaging as usual.Laurel-Rain

SnowAuthor of:Â Web of Tyranny, etc.

I have read every book by these authors and have enjoyed most of them with a couple of

exceptions. This book is fine, interesting, and attention keeping until it comes to all the mathematics

dialogue. All the lengthy dialogue from when Elliot was a very young boy and then throughout the

book became tedious and caused the book to drag. In this case, less is more.

There are various plot/story lines in this book. Some were very interesting, others only so-so. There

was a lot of information about very high level math involving prime numbers. I admit that I skipped

over some of the technical details, but I also did learn a few things. Most of the story kept my

interest, but there was a big let down in the plot.Not to give anything away, but one person's

'reason' for committing a particular crime was just ludicrous. It made no sense at all and really

detracted from the overall story. If the O'Shaughnessys could have made the motive more

understandable and realistic, it would have helped the story in general. I am glad that Nina returned

to Tahoe, but she needs to stay put for a while. There has been too much moving, changing of

partners and jobs, etc. Settle down, girl.This was an OK book, but I know the O'Shaughnessy girls

can do much better.

This was more intense than other books in this series. Advanced math, more deaths, and a mystery

that was an utter surprise at the end.



This book had a lot of twists that made me want to keep reading.

GREAT

Great condition, fast shipping, no issues at all. Good book if you're looking for a murder mystery.

Easy to follow and enjoyable to read. This was the first one I had read in the series and I was

hooked!

Really disappointed by this book. I love the authors, but this was like a math textbook with some

mystery added. Way too much math details.
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